Abstract. Cell nuclei detection in fluorescent microscopic images is an important and time consuming task for a wide range of biological applications. Blur, clutter, bleed through and partial occlusion of nuclei make this a challenging task for automated detection of individual nuclei using image analysis. This paper proposes a novel and robust detection method based on the active contour framework. The method exploits prior knowledge of the nucleus shape in order to better detect individual nuclei. The method is formulated as the optimization of a convex energy function. The proposed method shows accurate detection results even for clusters of nuclei where state of the art methods fail.
Introduction
Cell nuclei are one of the most studied objects in microscopic biology. This is because they are easily visualized independent of the type of cells, typically using a fluorescent staining, while containing relevant biological information for a wide range of applications, e.g. cell division in tumours, root growth in plants, full embryonic development, etc. [1, 2] .
Due to the biological importance of cell nuclei, several automated detection methods have been proposed in the past. These methods can generally be categorized in two groups: edge based and intensity based. The first group starts by detecting edges, both binary and continuous edge maps have been used, and tries to fit a specific shape model to them [3] [4] [5] [6] . The robustness of these methods strongly depends on the output of the edge detector, which is not always sufficient to detect individual nuclei in case of clustered nuclei. The second group first segments the nuclei from the background, this is typically done based on intensity, e.g. by some sort of automatic thresholding [7, 8] . For isolated nuclei this is rather straightforward, but for touching nuclei this requires an extra step to detect each individual nucleus. This is mainly done by assuming that the detected segments should have a convex shape [2, 9-11]. These methods are non optimal since both steps are independent: the second step can only use the result of the first step, instead of all information available, e.g. the complete image. Incorrectly segmented pixels can have a big influence on the individual detection.
In contrast too state of the art methods, this paper proposes an intensity based segmentation method which tackles the individual nuclei detection in a single step. The decision of segmenting a pixel as foreground is based both on intensity and on the likelihood that a nucleus is located at that location. This combined approach will result in more accurate nuclei detection as will be shown in the results section. This is achieved using the active contour framework. The proposed method has a convex energy function, thus is invariant of the initialization [12, 13] . This paper is arranged as follows. The next section provides a brief description of convex energy active contours. In section 4 our proposed algorithm is presented, while section 5 elaborates on the optimization of our proposed method. Section 6 shows the results of our technique and the convergence of our method is studied. Section 7 recapitulates and concludes.
Notations and Definitions
In the remaining of this paper we will use specific notations. To make sure all notations are clear, we briefly summarize the notations and symbols used in this work.
We will refer to an image, F in its vector notation, i.e.
, where m × n is the dimension of the image. In a similar way we will represent the contour in vector format, u. If a pixel (i, j) is part of the segment, it will have a value above a certain threshold, all background pixels will have a value lower than the given threshold. Note that this is similar to level-sets. The way these contours are optimized however is different than with classical level-set active contours, as is explained in the next section. We will use the gradient image operators in combination with this vector notation, however the semantics of this operator remains the same as if it was used with the classical matrix notation:
Further we will use the following inner product and norm notations:
Where the weights g(i) ≥ 0 and δ i,j represents the Kronecker delta, which is equal to one if i and j are equal and is zero in all other cases. The l0 norm, i.e. f 0 , counts the non-zero elements of the vector. Note that the l0 norm is not a real norm in the mathematical sense, since the triangle inequality does not hold.
